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Abstract30

The dynamics of the Jovian magnetosphere is controlled by the interplay of the planet’s31

fast rotation, its solar-wind interaction and its main plasma source at the Io torus, me-32

diated by coupling processes involving its magnetosphere, ionosphere, and thermosphere.33

At the ionospheric level, these processes can be characterized by a set of parameters in-34

cluding conductances, field-aligned currents, horizontal currents, electric fields, trans-35

port of charged particles along field lines including the fluxes of electrons precipitating36

into the upper atmosphere which trigger auroral emissions, and the particle and Joule37

heating power dissipation rates into the upper atmosphere. Determination of these key38

parameters makes it possible to estimate the net transfer of momentum and energy be-39

tween Jovian upper atmosphere and equatorial magnetosphere. A method based on a40

combined use of Juno multi-instrument data and three modeling tools was developed by41

Wang et al. (2021) and applied to an analysis of the first nine orbits to retrieve these pa-42

rameters along Juno’s magnetic footprint. We extend this method to the first thirty Juno43

science orbits and to both hemispheres. Our results reveal a large variability of these pa-44

rameters from orbit to orbit and between the two hemispheres. They also show domi-45

nant trends. Southern current systems are consistent with the generation of a region of46

sub-corotating ionospheric plasma flows, while both super-corotating and sub-corotating47

plasma flows are found in the north. These results are discussed in light of the previous48

space and ground-based observations and currently available models of plasma convec-49

tion and current systems, and their implications are assessed.50

1 Introduction51

1.1 Introduction to Jovian magnetosphere and MIT coupling52

The Jovian magnetosphere stands out as an archetype of giant planet magnetospheres.53

Its dynamics is driven by three main sources of mass, momentum and energy: planetary54

rotation, which is enforced to the magnetosphere via its coupling with the conducting55

ionospheric layer of the upper atmosphere; the solar wind, which is coupled to the mag-56

netosphere via different boundary layers and a partial interconnection of solar wind and57

magnetospheric field lines; and planetary moons, which display a broad variety of inter-58

actions with the planet’s magnetic field, plasma flows and energetic particles involving59

their interiors, surfaces and exospheres/ionospheres.60

These exchanges of mass, momentum and energy between the planet, its moons61

and the solar wind are mediated by coupling processes involving transmission of elec-62

tromagnetic fields and waves, flows of electric currents and transport of particles mainly63

along magnetic field lines. These processes occur between three regions: the equatorial64

magnetosphere where the magnetodisk and moons reside, the high-latitude polar and65

auroral magnetosphere through which most of these exchange processes take place, and66

the Jovian ionosphere/thermosphere, referred to later as Regions I, II and III following67

Wang et al. (2021). Electric current loops play an important role in these processes. In68

the quasi-static approximation, the divergence of electric currents flowing across mag-69

netic field lines in the magnetodisk and moons’ plasma envelopes is balanced by currents70

flowing along magnetic field lines, closing the circuit in the planet’s ionospheric conduc-71

tor. The resulting direct current (DC) loops transfer momentum between the equato-72

rial magnetosphere, the solar wind and the upper atmosphere via the associated Lorentz73

force (as described for instance by Cowley & Bunce, 2001; Cowley et al., 2005; Nichols74

& Cowley, 2005; Nichols, 2011; Ray et al., 2010, 2012). At the ionospheric end of these75

current loops, Joule heating by these currents adds to charged particle precipitation to76

dissipate power into the upper atmosphere, setting it into large-scale motion, as described77

by Achilleos et al. (1998); Bougher (2005); Tao et al. (2009); Smith and Aylward (2009);78

Ray et al. (2015). Propagation of Alfvén waves between magnetosphere and ionosphere79
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also plays an important role, not yet fully understood, in these exchanges of particles,80

momentum and energy along magnetic field lines (see Saur et al., 2018).81

1.2 Auroral emissions and particle precipitation82

Auroral emissions and their causes via particle precipitation into the upper atmo-83

sphere are an important manifestation of magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere cou-84

pling processes, referred to later as ”MIT coupling processes”. Before and during the ad-85

vent of in situ exploration by Jupiter flybys or orbiters (Voyager, Galileo, Juno), MIT86

coupling processes could only be probed remotely from the observations of electromag-87

netic emissions produced in the auroral and polar regions at radio, optical (UV, visible,88

IR) and X-ray wavelengths (Clarke et al., 2004). With the advent of Juno direct obser-89

vations over the auroral and polar regions, these emissions could be related more directly90

to particle precipitation patterns, as we are going to review briefly here.91

X-ray emissions were observed using the Einstein observatory (Metzger et al., 1983),92

Röntgen satellite (ROSAT, Waite et al., 1994) and later Chandra (Gladstone et al., 1998)93

and X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission (XMM-Newton, see Wibisono et al., 2020, and refer-94

ences therein).95

UV auroral emissions, most extensively studied so far, are emissions of H (Ly-α)96

and H2 (in the Werner and Lyman bands) mainly triggered by the precipitation of en-97

ergetic electrons into the upper atmosphere, of which they are a direct tracer. HST high98

resolution images of the UV aurorae of Jupiter regularly acquired since the late 1990s99

(Clarke et al., 1998; Gérard et al., 2014, and references therein) have revealed that these100

aurorae mainly consist of three main components with approximately equal contribu-101

tions to the total emitted power (Grodent et al., 2018). Following an order of increas-102

ing latitude, one finds first (i) the outer emissions located on the equator side of the main103

oval, corresponding to diffuse, patchy and sometimes arc-like auroral emissions, and con-104

taining among them the Galilean moons magnetic footprints. Then, one finds (ii) the105

relatively stable main auroral oval, and finally (iii) the variable polar emissions distributed106

irregularly across the polar cap. This average auroral morphology is further complicated107

by some finer structures (e.g. Grodent, 2015, and references therein). This distinction108

between these three components ((i) diffuse emissions on the equatorial side of the main109

ovals, (ii) the main oval and (iii) polar emissions) used to be associated with the three110

magnetospheric momentum sources mentioned in our introduction (i.e., moons interac-111

tions, planetary rotation and coupling to the solar wind), but recent observations, par-112

ticularly by Juno, suggest that the separation of these three sources in the generation113

of auroral emissions is significantly more complex and still poorly understood (e.g., Bon-114

fond et al., 2020).115

IR auroral emissions (see review by Miller et al., 2020) are mainly produced by ther-116

mally excited rovibrational transitions in the 3-4 microns domain of the H3
+ radical, which117

is the main constituent of the Jovian ionosphere in the altitude range where ionospheric118

conductances peak. H3
+ is created through two reactions, beginning with ionisation of119

molecular hydrogen mainly caused by electron precipitation in the auroral regions. The120

H2
+ ion then quickly reacts with molecular hydrogen to produce H3

+. As H3
+ emissions121

are thermal, different rovibrational transitions are achieved at different temperatures.122

The total line intensity seen from a specific direction is proportional to the total con-123

tent of the H3
+ emitting ions along the line of sight. The Doppler shift of emission lines124

can be used to derive the H3
+ line-of-sight velocity, from which the ionospheric flows can125

be inferred. IR auroral observations were obtained mainly from ground-based telescopes126

(Drossart et al., 1989; Stallard et al., 2003; Stallard et al., 2018), using CSHELL (Cryo-127

genic Near-IR Facility Spectrograph) at the NASA Infrared Observing Facility (IRTF)128

in Hawaii (Stallard et al., 2003), the CRIRES (Cryogenic high-resolution infrared echelle129

spectrograph) instrument at the ESO Very Large Telescope (VLT) in Chile (Johnson et130
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al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2018), and the NIRSPEC instrument on Keck II (O’Donoghue131

et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022) to study H3
+ plasma flows over the auroral and polar132

regions. Johnson et al. (2016) used the IRTF to show that, in contrast to high latitudes,133

the middle and low latitude thermosphere rotates rigidly with the planet, thus indicat-134

ing that departures from corotation are a specific feature of high latitudes. H3
+ can also135

be used to trace heating sources of the thermosphere: see the recent study by O’Donoghue136

et al. (2021) using the NIRSPEC instrument on the Keck II telescope, which strongly137

suggests that polar and auroral sources are dominant in global heating of the thermo-138

sphere even at middle and low latitudes.139

From the early observations by Juno using the JIRAM spectro-imager, the same140

three regions of auroral emissions are seen in IR as in UV, with similarities and differ-141

ences to UV emissions which inform us about the processes controlling these emissions142

(e.g., Adriani et al., 2017, and references therein).143

Jovian auroral radio emissions were first observed by Burke and Franklin (1955).144

They used to be described as a superposition of three components corresponding to three145

partly overlapping frequency bands: broadband kilometric (bKOM, ∼10 kHz to 400 kHz),146

hectometric (HOM, 250 kHz to 3 MHz) and decametric (DAM, 3 MHz to ∼40 MHz) emis-147

sions. The sources of these emissions, which are produced along auroral field lines near148

the local electron gyrofrequency, extend from the topside ionosphere to a few planetary149

radii. The DAM component is primarily controlled by the interaction between Jupiter150

and the Galilean moon Io (Bigg, 1964), with additional contributions from Europa and151

Ganymede (Louis et al., 2017; Zarka et al., 2017, 2018). Juno radio, magnetic field, and152

electron in situ measurements within the emission region of these various components153

have confirmed that these radio waves are powered by the Cyclotron Maser Instability154

(CMI), as is the case at Earth and Saturn. The CMI appears to be mainly driven by elec-155

trons of few keV energy with a loss-cone distribution function. The statistical analysis156

of the KOM/HOM and (non-satellite) DAM radiosources crossed by Juno revealed that157

they are spatially colocated along the same field lines, which map to the equatorward158

portion of the main auroral oval Imai et al. (2019); Louis et al. (2019). In particular, DAM159

emissions are observed above the UV emission just equatorward of the brightest UV emis-160

sion of the main oval Louis et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2021).161

Prior to the arrival of Juno at Jupiter, while it was in the solar wind upstream of162

the planet, combined observations of the Jovian UV aurora by HST (Nichols et al., 2017)163

and of the IR aurora by NIRSPEC on Keck II (Moore et al., 2017) were performed, us-164

ing Juno plasma and magnetic field instruments as a solar wind monitor. They could165

reveal the passage of several interplanetary shocks and their corresponding effects on Jo-166

vian auroras, providing some indication on the respective roles of the solar wind and of167

internal processes in the temporal variation of these auroras.168

Once inside the magnetosphere, Juno provided direct in situ access to the high lat-169

itude magnetosphere and topside ionosphere along its polar low-periapse orbits. Since170

then, in situ measurements of magnetic fields, charged particles and waves, together with171

radio, UV and IR remote sensing observations of auroral emissions conjugate to the space-172

craft opened the possibility of directly determining the variations of several of the MIT173

coupling parameters across and around the main oval. Field-aligned currents flowing be-174

tween the ionosphere and magnetosphere were determined by Kotsiaros et al. (2019). The175

variations of electron fluxes along field lines determined by JADE (Allegrini et al., 2017,176

2020) and JEDI (Mauk et al., 2013) instruments have been extensively analyzed. In par-177

ticular, Mauk et al. (2020) were able to show the existence of different regimes of elec-178

tron precipitation as a function of latitude. In order of increasing latitude, they iden-179

tified a regime of diffuse precipitation prevailing equatorward of the main oval, called180

”difA”, characterized by electron populations with electron intensities outside of the loss181

cone larger than the intensities inside the loss cone, and downward intensities and en-182

ergy fluxes greater than the upward intensities and energy fluxes. Then they identified183
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the Region I precipitation regime, dominated by inverted-V structures and mono-directional184

downward acceleration of electrons inside the loss cone and prevailing over a large frac-185

tion of the main oval. Finally, they identified the Region II precipitation regime, over186

a fraction of the main oval and poleward of it, often dominated by bi-directional accel-187

eration of electrons. If Juno is below the acceleration region, the net energy deposition188

resulting from downward precipitation becomes directly accessible from the JADE and189

JEDI data. While the ”difA” region tends to be located equatorward of the UV main190

oval, region I and II precipitation regimes overlap with the main UV oval.191

1.3 Multi-instrument description of MIT coupling parameters at iono-192

spheric altitudes193

Auroral emissions, mainly caused by particle precipitation into the upper atmo-194

sphere, are only one manifestation of MIT coupling processes at ionospheric altitudes.195

Taking a broader perspective, these processes can be characterized by a set of ”MIT cou-196

pling key parameters”, as described in section 1.2 of Wang et al. (2021), its table 1 and197

figure 2. Determination of these parameters allows one to estimate the net transfer of198

momentum and energy between the Jovian upper atmosphere and the equatorial mag-199

netosphere, as well as some components of the exchange of charged particles between iono-200

sphere and magnetosphere along field lines. Indeed, particle exchanges between the Jo-201

vian upper atmosphere and the equatorial magnetosphere can be described by the trans-202

port of charged particles along field lines including the fluxes of electrons precipitating203

into the upper atmosphere which trigger auroral emissions. These transport parameters204

consist in a first set of relevant coupling parameters. Then, the net exchange of momen-205

tum can be characterized via the parameters describing current closure in the ionosphere206

such as the ionospheric conductances ΣH (Hall), ΣP (Pedersen), the field-aligned cur-207

rents J‖, horizontal ionospheric currents Jiono, and the ionospheric electric fields Eiono.208

Finally, energy deposition into the upper atmosphere can be characterized by two pa-209

rameters being the particle power dissipation rate into the upper atmosphere Pe and Joule210

heating rates of the upper atmosphere PJ .211

Wang et al. (2021) described how several of these MIT coupling parameters, in-212

cluding ionospheric conductances, electric currents, electric fields and Joule heating, which213

are not directly accessible by a single Juno instrument, can be derived from a combina-214

tion of Juno instruments, using simple adequate models based on Maxwell’s equations215

and the laws of ionospheric electrodynamics. Determination of this set of MIT coupling216

parameters along the Juno magnetic foot-print and across the main oval is possible as217

long as variations of all parameters along this oval can be regarded as much smaller than218

variations across the oval over similar distances. Wang et al. (2021) applied this method219

to the first nine southern polar cap fly-bys of the Juno mission and analyzed in detail220

two southern oval crossings during perijoves 3 and 6. This initial study made it possi-221

ble to provide a picture of the Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere coupling cur-222

rent systems. The two southern crossings studied in detail showed the existence of a pair223

of field-aligned currents: a first upward current coincident with the largest downward elec-224

tron fluxes and a downward current poleward of it, connected by horizontal equatorward225

ionospheric Pedersen currents. Both this current system and the associated equatorward226

electric fields and westward drifts (opposite to corotation) were found to be reasonably227

consistent with predictions of the corotation-enforcement current model of Cowley et al.228

(2005, 2008, 2017). The amount of angular momentum and power extracted from the229

ionosphere to the magnetodisk by the calculated current systems, as well as the total power230

dissipated into the thermosphere via Joule heating and electron precipitation, were also231

estimated. Finally, the E×B drift velocities derived from Juno multi-instrument data by232

Wang et al. (2021) could be compared with horizontal ionospheric E×B plasma drifts233

derived from Earth-based telescopic observations of the Doppler shift of Jovian H3
+ IR234

emissions (Stallard, 2001; Johnson et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2018).235
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A statistical study of these first eight southern crossings also showed that the au-236

roral Pedersen and Hall conductances are significantly enhanced by electron precipita-237

tions and vary from less than 1 mho to over 10 mhos. These results could be compared238

to previous studies of ionospheric conductivity enhancements by Nichols and Cowley (2004);239

Ray et al. (2010, 2012) and Gérard et al. (2020). They also showed that Hall conduc-240

tances are usually twice as large as the Pedersen ones. Joule heating near the main oval241

can be as large as ∼1.0 W/m2, and westward ionospheric plasma flows of fractions of a242

km/s were observed, in fair agreement with subcorotating flows predicted in the coro-243

tation enforcement models of Cowley and Bunce (2001) and Cowley et al. (2003).244

While the preliminary study of Wang et al. (2021) made it possible to design and245

test a method for the derivation of MIT coupling parameters from Juno observations,246

it was limited to the 9 first science orbits and only to observations of the southern hemi-247

sphere.248

1.4 Objective of this study249

The main objective of this new study is to provide a description of MIT coupling250

processes, as seen at ionospheric altitudes from Juno, that encompasses both the north-251

ern and southern main auroral ovals and to capture the main trends of MIT coupling252

at the level of the main auroras in terms of the associated coupling current loops, par-253

ticle precipitation patterns, energy deposition rates into the upper atmosphere, and their254

mutual relationships, over a broad local time range.255

To this end, we extend the method of Wang et al. (2021), with some improvements256

that will be described, to the thirty first crossings of the northern and southern main257

ovals by Juno. This significant extension of the analyzed data set, which covers most of258

the Juno nominal mission, allows us to capture more systematically both the dominant259

trends and the variability, inter-hemispheric and from orbit to orbit, of MIT coupling260

parameter variations across the main ovals. It gives us access to a broader range of lo-261

cal time thanks to the azimuthal drift of Juno’s orbit with time. As we will see, it also262

provides some clues to the separate modes and degree of coupling of the northern and263

southern main oval regions to the magnetosphere and its magnetodisk, and on the con-264

sistency of the corotation enforcement model with data from the two hemispheres.265

2 Methodology, models and data handling266

The method initially developed by Wang et al. (2021) and improved on several as-267

pects in this study relies on an interplay between Juno data inputs and three models in268

the flow of calculations that leads to the derivation of estimates of the different MIT cou-269

pling parameters at ionospheric altitudes. We first briefly describe the three models, be-270

fore presenting the flow of calculations that produces these estimates.271

2.1 Overview of the Models272

The three models used have been extensively described in appendices A-1 (for the273

atmosphere model), A-2 (for the ionosphere model) and A-3 (electrodynamics model)274

of the Supplementary Information of Wang et al. (2021). The improved version of the275

electrodynamics model used for this study is also presented in the Supplementary In-276

formation of the present article. We summarize their main characteristics here.277

Atmosphere model278

The Jovian atmospheric model considered here has been adapted to Juno studies279

by Wang et al. (2021) from the Jupiter Transplanet Atmosphere Model (JTAM - Blelly280

et al., 2019), which is a semi empirical model using the assumptions of diffusive equilib-281
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rium well above the homopause and of mixed equilibrium well below the homopause. Its282

theoretical foundations are described in Banks and Kockarts (1973). This model describes283

the temperature and vertical distribution of the different thermospheric neutral species284

(H, H2, He, CH4, C2H2) with the help of 17 free parameters that can be adjusted to ob-285

servational data from Juno and possibly other sources.286

Ionosphere model287

Our Jovian ionosphere model calculates the altitude distribution of the ionization288

rate for specified energy-dependent electron precipitation spectra and for a given neu-289

tral atmosphere vertical structure obtained from the atmospheric model. It assumes lo-290

cal chemical equilibrium of the Jovian ionosphere, following Hiraki and Tao (2008) and291

Gérard et al. (2020) and uses JADE and JEDI combined electron precipitation spectra292

to provide estimates of the altitude distributions of ion and electron densities. It derives293

from them the vertical profiles of Pedersen and Hall conductivities and eventually their294

height-integrated values, namely the Pedersen and Hall conductances. Finally, it also com-295

putes the particle heating rate corresponding to the downward electron energy flux in296

the loss cone measured by the particle detectors.297

This model neglects ionization sources other than electron precipitation, such as298

solar photons and also the meteoric ion contribution, which Nakamura et al. (2022) re-299

cently showed to be significant at low and middle latitudes. For auroral conditions, how-300

ever, the meteoric contribution to ionospheric conductances found by Nakamura et al.301

(2022) is on the order of a few tenths of mhos, negligible with respect to the conductances302

of several (up to 10) mhos generated by electron precipitation, as the results of the present303

study show.304

Electrodynamics model305

The electrodynamics model calculates field-aligned currents, ionospheric electric306

currents, electric fields and Joule heating from two sources: magnetic field variations mea-307

sured along Juno orbit by the MAG instrument, and Hall and Pedersen conductances308

delivered by the ionosphere model. To do so it performs a geometric mapping along mag-309

netic field lines of the parameters that are measured by Juno along its trajectory on high-310

altitude auroral and polar field lines (Region II in Wang et al., 2021) down to the con-311

ducting layer of the ionosphere/thermosphere (Region III in Wang et al., 2021). This con-312

ducting layer is modelled as a 2-D infinitely thin shell surrounding the planet, since its313

vertical thickness is only on the order of 3× 10−3 times the Jovian radius RJ. To cover314

Region II, region III and their magnetic connections, we use two different local reference315

frames just as in Wang et al. (2021), and as described in figure 1.316

At the altitude of Juno, in Region II, the local reference frame (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) is defined317

such that ẑ points along the magnetic field, ŷ is positive eastward along the tangent to318

the cone of field lines connected to the main oval, and x̂ complements the frame. At the319

level of the ionosphere, x̂′ and ŷ′ are horizontal and tangent to the conducting layer of320

the ionosphere. x̂′ is oriented towards the equator orthogonal to the auroral oval, ŷ′ is321

oriented eastward along the oval, and ẑ′ is vertical, positive upward in the northern hemi-322

sphere and downward in the southern hemisphere.323

Given the 1-D sampling of space provided by Juno’s trajectory, calculation of MIT324

coupling parameters is possible only by assuming that the variations of all quantities along325

the main auroral oval are much smaller than variations orthogonal to the oval and to the326

local direction of the magnetic field. This condition consists in imposing ∂
∂x � ∂

∂y in327

Region II, and ∂
∂x′ � ∂

∂y′ in Region III. It allows one to reduce the different Maxwell328

equations used in our calculations to one-dimensional differential equations with respect329

to the x and x’ variables.330
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Figure 1: Illustration of geometric elements and reference frames used in our calcula-
tions of MIT coupling parameters from Juno data, here for the northern hemisphere. The
mean location of the main oval is shown as the lower red curve on the ionospheric sphere.
The magnetic field lines mapping to this mean location are shown in purple. They make
it possible to map this main oval location to the altitude of Juno, shown as the upper
red curve. Juno’s trajectory as well as the trajectory of its magnetic footprint are shown
in sky-blue and white, respectively. Two local reference frames are used to perform the
differential calculations based on Maxwell’s equation from which we derive the MIT cou-
pling parameters: 1) At the altitude of Juno and everywhere along magnetic field lines
above the ionosphere (Region II), unit vector ẑ points along the magnetic field, ŷ is pos-
itive eastward along the tangent to the cone of field lines connected to the main oval,
and x̂ complements the frame, positive towards the equator in both hemispheres. 2) At
the ionospheric altitude (Region III), unit vectors x̂′ and ŷ′ are horizontal and tangent
to the conducting layer of the ionosphere which is assumed to be an infinitely thin sur-
face surrounding the plane. x̂′ is oriented towards the equator orthogonal to the auroral
oval (red curve), ŷ′ is oriented eastward along the oval, and ẑ′ is vertical, positive upward
in the northern hemisphere and downward in the southern hemisphere. x̂′ and ŷ′ taken
together provide a local 2-D reference frame for horizontal vectors and differential ex-
pressions defined in the plane tangent to the ionospheric conducting layer. Figure from
Supplementary Information of Wang et al. (2021).

The calculation flow goes as follows (see also figure 2): first, the local field-aligned331

current flowing at the location of Juno, J‖,Juno, is deduced from magnetic field variations332

along its trajectory using the ~∇ × ~B = µ0
~J equation. Then we use the ~∇ · ~B = 0333

equation, which can be reduced to J‖,Juno/BJuno = J‖,iono/Biono, to deduce the field-334

aligned current at the top of the ionosphere, J‖,iono, from the one calculated at Juno’s335

altitude. Then, the horizontal height-integrated ionospheric current Jx orthogonal to the336

local direction of the main oval is deduced from the integration of ~∇· ~J = 0 across the337

thickness of the ionospheric conductor.338
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In the final step of calculations, the model uses the ionospheric Ohm’s law in its
height-integrated form and ionospheric conductances delivered by the ionosphere model

~J = Σ ~E +

∫

z

σ
(
~u× ~E

)
dz

where ux(z) and uy(z) are the neutral wind components respectively along and orthog-
onal to the local direction of the main oval, to calculate the second component Jy of the
electric current flowing along the direction of the main oval, the Ex component of the
electric field (neglecting the neutral wind terms in the ionospheric Ohm’s law) and the
height-integrated Joule heating of the thermosphere. Rigorously, as shown in appendix
A-3 of the Supplementary Information of (Wang et al., 2021), when the model calculates
the electric field orthogonal to the main oval by dividing the horizontal current Jx by
the Pedersen conductance, it finds an average electric field corrected by the dynamo ef-
fects of the neutral winds along (ux) and orthogonal (uy) to the local direction of the
main oval, which can be written as

E′x = Ex +Bz〈uy〉Pedersen −
ΣP
ΣH
〈ux〉Hall

In this equation, the two neutral wind terms, which are weighted averages of the verti-339

cal distributions of the neutral wind respectively along and orthogonal to the main oval340

taking the Pedersen and Hall conductivities, respectively, as weighting factors, cannot341

be directly deduced from our scheme, but their magnitude relative to Ex can be eval-342

uated from models. For the typical electron precipitation energies of 10 keV to 100 keV343

observed in the traversals of the main oval by Juno, conductivities reach their largest val-344

ues over a limited altitude range, between 260 and 360 km of altitude for the Pedersen345

conductivity, and between 220 and 280 km of altitude for the Hall conductivity (see fig-346

ure A2-1 of Wang et al., 2021). Several models of the response of the Jovian neutral at-347

mosphere to auroral energy deposition can be inspected to assess the amplitude of the348

neutral wind terms: Bougher (2005), Tao et al. (2009, see their figure 3), Smith and Ayl-349

ward (2009) and Ray et al. (2015): see figure 5 of Ray et al. (2015) which compares the350

result of their model, on the right-hand side, with the results of Smith and Aylward (2009)351

on the left-hand site. Neutral winds driven by auroral energy deposition appear to be352

small (on the order of a few tens of m/s) in the altitude ranges where conductivities are353

significant. They reach larger speeds of hundreds of m/s or more at significantly larger354

altitudes of 400 km and above. This implies that, according to current models of ther-355

mospheric response to auroral heating, neutral winds can be neglected in our calcula-356

tion. One can also note that field line slippage is not relevant for the conditions of our357

Juno observations: field lines are anchored into the ionospheric conductor significantly358

below the altitudes where ion drag is large enough to drive the much denser neutral at-359

mosphere into motion. The same reasoning applies to the Joule heating term, which is360

calculated from the product of Jx and Ex neglecting a similarly small neutral wind term361

(see the Supplementary Information of Wang et al., 2021, for a more detailed analysis362

of this issue).363

In addition to the two local coordinates, the global reference frame used in this study364

is Jupiter’s magnetic dipole coordinate system linked to the dipole component of the JRM09365

model. In most of the cases considered in this study, the azimuthal direction in this global366

reference frame was locally approximately coincident with the direction tangent to the367

main oval. We thus approximated most of the time the coordinates x′ and y′ to be re-368

spectively the θ and φ coordinates of the global magnetic reference frame. This condi-369

tion, which simplifies the calculation scheme, is however not a necessary condition for370

the validity of our calculations, which can be performed in the two local reference frames371

independently of the choice of the global reference frame, provided that appropriate mag-372

netic mapping between them is secured.373

We refer the reader to the Supplementary Information of this present study and374

of Wang et al. (2021) for a more comprehensive description of these three models.375
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2.2 Calculation scheme376

UVS

JIRAM

JADE + JEDI

WAVES

• Main oval morphology, loca-
tion, and orientation
→ (x̂′, ŷ′, reference frame)
• UV emission, intensity along
Juno footprint

Ti,vib, (Tn)

• e− precipitation fluxes
• Ionospheric e− production
rate ρe(z)

• Ne(z), σP,H(z)
• ΣP,H(z)

Ex, Jy, Joule Heating

Jx

J∥,iono

J∥,Juno

∆B⃗MAG

Atmosphere model

Ionosphere model

Electrodynamics model

Height-integrated Ionos-
pheric Ohm’s law

∇⃗ · J⃗ = 0

∇⃗ · B⃗ = 0

∇⃗ × B⃗ = µ0J⃗∥

∂/∂x ≫ ∂/∂y

Juno Instruments

MIT coupling key parameters

Models

Figure 2: Calculation scheme used to retrieve the key parameters of Magnetosphere-
Ionosphere-Thermosphere coupling (grey boxes) from Juno data (green boxes) and three
models (orange boxes). This figure depicts the flow of information (plain arrow) and com-
putation (dashed arrow) from the data and from the models used to compute the coupling
parameters.

The calculation scheme elaborated by Wang et al. (2021) and improved on some377

aspects in this study is illustrated in figure 2, which is a different representation of fig-378

ure 4 of Wang et al. (2021) allowing a closer description of the flow of information and379

computations (shown by arrows) from Juno data (left-hand side column) and from mod-380

els (right-hand side column) used to calculate the different MIT coupling parameters (cen-381

tral column). One can see that information flows mainly from the top and from the bot-382

tom of the figure.383

From the bottom, subtraction of an average magnetic field model (JRM09 mag-384

netic field model from Connerney et al. (2018) + CAN81 current sheet model from Connerney385

et al. (1981)) from data provided by the MAG investigation (Connerney et al., 2017) pro-386
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vides a residual magnetic field. This residual magnetic field is used to calculate field-aligned387

currents at Juno altitudes, then at ionospheric altitudes, and finally horizontal ionospheric388

currents orthogonal to the main oval, using a 1-D reduction of Maxwell’s equations as389

explained in our short introduction to the electrodynamics model given above.390

From the top, the UVS spectro-inaging instrument (Gladstone et al., 2014) is used391

first to study the morphology and orientation of the main oval and the configuration of392

the trajectory of Juno relatively to it, and to identify the time periods during which the393

crossings of the main oval by Juno’s magnetic footprint occur. The JIRAM spectro-imaging394

instrument (Adriani et al., 2017) can then be used to provide an estimation of the vi-395

brational temperature of the H+
3 dominant ionospheric ion, and of the neutral temper-396

ature of the lower thermosphere under the assumption of local thermodynamic equilib-397

rium, to feed our atmosphere model. However this can be done only when simultane-398

ous observations of the same segment of the main oval by UVS and JIRAM are avail-399

able.400

Then, using JADE (McComas et al., 2013) and JEDI (Mauk et al., 2013) data, con-401

tinuous pitch angle an energy distributions of electron fluxes from 100 eV to 2 MeV are402

obtained, together with the total electron energy deposition into the thermosphere. These403

parameters are used to retrieve the values of the ionospheric Pedersen and Hall conduc-404

tivities and conductances from the ionosphere model.405

At the convergence point of upward and downward flows of information in figure406

2, entering ionospheric currents (produced by the electrodynamics model) and conduc-407

tances (produced by the ionosphere model) into the height-integrated ionospheric Ohm’s408

law makes it possible to calculate the component Jy of the ionospheric current flowing409

along the main oval, the horizontal ionospheric electric field (with a correction for the410

effect of neutral winds averaged across the ionospheric conducting layer - see description411

of the electrodynamics model above) and an estimate of Joule heating.412

Finally, radio and plasma waves data provided by WAVES (Kurth, Hospodarsky,413

et al., 2017) are used to study the radio emissions co-located with Juno during its traver-414

sal of auroral zone field lines.415

The method used to derive a residual magnetic field representing the local effect416

of field-aligned currents from MAG data is am important aspect of this procedure. In417

Wang et al. (2021), a baseline variation was adjusted to the difference between observed418

and model fields to produce the final residual field for each particular fly-by of the main419

oval. In this study, in order to design an automated process, we used Fast Fourier Trans-420

form filtering methods to limit the residual magnetic field to the frequency band assumed421

to be relevant for our study, which is determined for each crossing. This residual mag-422

netic field δ ~B is defined as δ ~B = ~BMAG − ~BJRM09+CAN81 where ~BMAG is the mag-423

netic field measured by Juno’s MAG instrument, and ~BJRM09+CAN81 is the magnetic424

field obtained from the JRM09 + CAN81 magnetic field model. It includes both fluc-425

tuations at spatial scales larger than the typical scale of the main oval crossing, and resid-426

ual small-scale fluctuations at Juno’s spinning period of 30 s and higher frequencies. Both427

of these low-frequency and high-frequency components are assumed to be irrelevant for428

the analysis of the field-aligned currents associated to the main oval, which are expected429

to show up at spatial scales on the order of its thickness. To remove them, we applied430

a band-pass filter to the residual magnetic field data, with a frequency band tailored to431

each crossing depending on the scale of the auroral oval. One end of the band cuts out432

small-scale fluctuations, and the other end cuts out currents at much larger spatial scales433

than the oval. The effects of this band-pass filter on the retrieved residual field and on434

the significance or our results are discussed in detail in the Supplementary Information.435
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3 Results from Juno’s first 30 orbits436

The orbit of Juno is a highly eccentric polar ellipse with a period of 53 days, with437

an apojove radius of ∼100 RJ and a perijove radius of ∼1.05 RJ. This orbit allows Juno438

to successively fly by the northern polar cap, to next reach its perijove, to finally fly by439

to southern polar cap before leaving the vicinity of Jupiter in a very condensed amount440

of time of a few hours. This complete sequence where Juno is close to Jupiter is referred441

to as ”perijove” in the literature, as a shorthand notation to describe this short dura-442

tion sequence of high scientific interest, and we will use this term in the following.443

3.1 Description of the data set444

We first present an overview of the auroras imaged by Juno’s UVS instrument dur-445

ing the first 30 perijoves. The Jovian UV aurora appears very dynamic in UVS images.446

These UVS images reveal also a strong North/South contrast and temporal variability.447

For each perijove, the main oval is clearly visible (see auroral imaging in figures 3 and448

4), but with different morphologies. In both hemispheres, for some perijoves, the main449

oval displays a regular and smooth longitudinal and latitudinal distribution, while for450

others it shows strong spatial inhomogeneities at the local scale corresponding to small451

sectors of large brightness being adjacent to regions of much lower brightness, in a dis-452

ordered manner. This complex and highly variable morphology of Jupiter’s aurora have453

been described and classified by Grodent et al. (2018), who identified six auroral mor-454

phological families representative of the observations for the northern aurora.455

The configuration of the trajectory of Juno’s footprint with respect to the main au-456

rora changes greatly from one perijove to the next one. For some perijoves, this trajec-457

tory evolves above the main aurora for significant amounts of time, while in other cases458

the trajectory crosses the aurora perpendicularly in a short amount of time. For this study,459

we consider only cases where the trajectory is perpendicular to the aurora, which is a460

necessary condition for the equations described by the eletrodynamics model used in this461

study to hold. Another necessary condition is that the local variations of the morphol-462

ogy of the aurora have to much smaller along the main oval than perpendicular to the463

main oval, as mentioned in the description of the electrodynamics model. These two cri-464

teria were used to select the crossings for study with our method via a visual inspection465

of UVS images. Application of these two criteria limits the number of crossings that can466

be used for this study. Nevertheless, we managed to identify for this study a set of 27467

crossings (13 in the northern hemisphere, 14 in the southern one) selected from the 30468

first orbits of Juno. We will first present the results of the analysis done for 6 of them,469

namely PJ03N, PJ03S, PJ05S, PJ06S, PJ12N and PJ14N (where ”PJXX” stands for ”Per-470

ijove number XX”, and the last letter stands for North/South crossing). The auroral con-471

figurations related to these 6 crossings are displayed in figures 3 and 4, along with the472

results of the study of these crossings, which have been selected for the regularity of the473

auroral configuration. We can also observe from the auroral image for PJ05S that Juno’s474

magnetic footprint crosses Io’s auroral tail. These Io-related crossings appear quite clearly475

in our results, as will be described later, and offer an interesting application of our method476

to the study of MIT coupling between Jupiter and its main satellites.477

One small issue encountered in this study was the observation of a slight and con-478

sistent delay in time between the time series of UV brightness profiles at Juno’s mag-479

netic footprint measured by the UVS instrument and the data measured by the other480

instruments. This delay is thought to come from the uncertainties in determining the481

positions of the footprint of Juno from Juno’s position using the magnetic field models.482

The choice we made in this study to address this problem has been to shift the time se-483

ries of UVS brightness at Juno’s magnetic footprint so as to maximise its correlation with484

the heating rate due to electron precipitation deduced from JADE and JEDI data. In-485

deed these two parameters are closely related to each other, hence the choice of maxi-486
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mizing the correlation between them. The corresponding time delay is given in table 1487

of the Supplementary Information for each of the six crossings mentioned above, stud-488

ied in section 3.2, for which UVS brightness time series were available. We discuss this489

processing in more detail in section B of the Supplementary information. We precise that490

this measured delay of about 1 minute does not have significant consequences on the re-491

sults, as the calculations in this study are mainly done using the data measured at Juno’s492

position, independently of the position of its footprint, so that the uncertainty relative493

to the determination of Juno’s footprint trajectory does not impact our results.494

3.2 Analysis of the selected cases495

To validate the new version of the method which is now generalized to all perijoves,496

we first present two case studies that have been published in Wang et al. (2021), namely497

perijoves 3 and 6 southern passes. We then present a third southern perijove example498

followed by three examples of northern perijoves. The geometrical frame conventions used499

throughout this study are first redefined and recalled in figure 1. Then, the results of the500

analysis of the southern passes of perijoves 3 and 6 displayed in figure 3 top left and top501

right make use of these frame definitions.502

In figures 3 and 4, each sub-figure corresponds to one of the six case studies which503

will be discussed. Each sub-figure displays Juno data (four top rows) and the calculated504

MIT coupling key parameters (five bottom rows) as a function of the Juno magnetic foot-505

print co-latitude. The Juno magnetic footprint is computed using the JRM09 magnetic506

field model from Connerney et al. (2018) and the CAN81 current sheet model from Connerney507

et al. (1981). In each sub-figure, the four top panels display (a) combined JADE and JEDI508

flux energy spectra for downward precipitating electrons (with the total energy flux, in509

mW/m2 displayed as the black curve), (b) the residual magnetic field δBφ perturbations510

(determined from MAG and JRM09 + CAN81), (c) the radio observation measured by511

WAVES and (d) the UV brightness profile at the Juno footprint (measured by UVS, when-512

ever available). The five bottom panels show the key MIT coupling parameters with panel513

(e) the Hall (in blue) and Pedersen (in orange) conductances, panel (f) the field-aligned514

currents (FAC), panel (g) the ionospheric height-integrated Jx current (perpendicular515

to the main oval), panel (h) the azimuthal component of the west/east E×B|y drift in516

the upper atmosphere and finally panel (i) the particle (orange) and Joule (blue) heat-517

ing rates. The polar projection maps reconstructed from UVS data for each of these se-518

lected perijoves are displayed in the bottom right-hand of the figures, with the main au-519

rora crossing highlighted by the red box.520

As described briefly in section 2.2 and also described more precisely in section D521

of the Supplementary information, the relative uncertainties over the MIT coupling key522

parameters plotted in panels (g) to (i) are sensitive to the width of the interval on which523

these parameters are calculated. For this reason, the data in panels (g) to (i) are only524

plotted for selected portions of Juno’s trajectory for which the error bars are well con-525

trolled.526

In each of these crossings, the main oval regions can easily be identified in the multi-527

panels plots by the enhancement in the UV brightness profile (panels (d), whenever avail-528

able) and the enhanced downward electron total energy flux (panels (a), solid black curve).529

We first focus on the crossing of the southern auroral oval at perijove 3 (figure 3530

top left) and perijove 6 (figure 3 top right), which we compare to the results of Wang531

et al. (2021, see its figures 7 and 8). Despite a different determination of the δB com-532

ponents perturbation (see section 2.2), we obtain the same results for the perijove 3 cross-533

ing (see figure 3 top left), namely upward FAC on the equatorial edge of the main oval534

adjacent to downward FAC poleward of it. During these FAC crossings, we measure a535

strong increase of both the Hall and Pedersen currents, an equatorward Jx current, a west-536
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ward azimuthal component of E×B|y, and a simultaneous increase of particle and Joule537

heating rates.538

In perijove 6 southern crossing (see figure 3 top right), the same behavior is observed539

for the electron precipitation spectra (panel (a)), for the resdiual magnetic field Bφ (panel540

(b)), for the Hall and Pedersen conductances (panel (e)), and for the field-aligned cur-541

rents (panel (f)). Looking at the UVS data (panel (d), and related UVS imagery in the542

figure) we can see that Juno crosses two main structures. It crosses first the main oval,543

corresponding to the higher increase in brightness at ∼163.9◦-164.3◦ of colatitude, and544

identified in the plots with a blue background. Then, at higher colatitude, it crosses a545

second structure corresponding to a less intense brightness from the UVS data but with546

a reasonable enhancement in the total energy flux within the loss cone (black curve in547

panel (a)), and identified in the plots with an orange background. This suggests that two548

distinct structures have been crossed successively.549

The first main structure (corresponding to the main oval) displays a strong upward550

current whose peak is reached at ∼164.3◦ of colatitude. Two weak downward currents551

of similar amplitude can be identified on the equator side and on the polar side of this552

large upward current. This configuration is associated with poleward ionospheric Jx cur-553

rent at lower colatitudes (∼163.5◦-164.3◦), and to equatorward ionospheric Jx current554

at higher colatitude (∼164.3◦-165◦), closing in the ionosphere the three layers of field-555

aligned currents associated with this first structure. The second structure displays only556

a downward current associated with a poleward ionospheric Jx current, identified with557

the orange background in the figure. These two different regions are in good correspon-558

dance with ”Region I” and ”Region II” identified by Mauk et al. (2020) (see their fig-559

ure 13 and the definition of these two regions in their study), with mostly downward elec-560

tron acceleration in ”Region I”, while the second structure displays downward proton561

inverted V embedded inside a ”Region II”. The secondary structure likely represents a562

particular case of a downward field-aligned current sheet not directly related with the563

main oval observed equatorward of it.564

The identification of these two main structures is consistent with the analysis of565

Kotsiaros et al. (2019) and Wang et al. (2021). The slight nuance brought by our new566

method consists in identifying downward field-aligned currents attached to both sides567

of the first structure, which leads us to suggest that the two structures are in fact inde-568

pendant. This is supported by the observation of a central region of zero field-aligned569

current between the two structures, and from the UVS imagery and data.570

We then analyze a third crossing of the southern auroral oval during perijove 5 (fig-571

ure 3 bottom). An increase in both the total downward electron energy flux (panel (a))572

and UV brightness profile (panel (d)) is observed between ∼165.7◦ and ∼168.9◦. The573

southern crossing from perijove 5 is distinct from the ones from perijove 3 and 6 in the574

sense that the calculated field-aligned currents display quickly evolving variations in re-575

gions at lower colatitude than the main oval, between ∼160◦ and ∼163.5◦. These vari-576

ations are of amplitude comparable to the amplitude of the field-aligned currents asso-577

ciated with the crossing of the main oval. This shows that either the FAC associated with578

the crossing of the main oval are of weak amplitude, or the FAC associated with other579

phenomena not taken into account display a dominant contribution. In any case, from580

the results, we observe for this crossing a layer of upward FAC, followed at lower colat-581

itude by a layer of downward FAC. These two layers are separated by a region of zero582

FAC. An equatorward ionospheric current and a westward E×B|y azimuthal drift are583

associated with this crossing.584

We consider now the study of the northern auroral oval crossings. The first cross-585

ing we consider is PJ03N, associated with the perijove 3. Figure 4 (top left panels (a)586

to (d)) display the Juno measurements during the crossing, while figure 4 (top left pan-587

els (e) to (i)) display the calculated MIT key parameters. An enhancement is observed588
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in downward electron energy flux (though weaker than for the southern passes) from ∼8.1◦589

to ∼9◦ of colatitude. The calculated MIT key parameters show enhancements in the Hall590

and Pedersen conductances as well as in electron precipitation heating rate. Upward FAC591

are observed in the polar side of the main oval, and downward FAC are observed in the592

equator side. Ionospheric Jx currents flow equatorward on the polar edge of the cross-593

ing as well as on the equator edge, and poleward in the central region where the field-594

aligned currents revert sign. E×B|y drift are westward on the two edges of the crossing595

and eastward in the central region.596

Figure 4 (top right) displays the Juno data and MIT coupling key parameters for597

perijove 14. This crossing of the main oval is very similar to perijove 3 (figure 4 top left).598

A peak is observed in both the Hall and Pedersen conductances, as well as in electron599

precipitation heating rate. An upward field-aligned current is observed in the polar side600

of the main oval, and a downward field-aligned current is observed in the equator side.601

A poleward ionospheric Jx current is observed in the central region where the field-aligned602

currents reverse direction, surrounded by equatorward ionospheric Jx current on both603

sides. E×B|y drifts are eastward in the central region between the two layers of fields604

aligned currents, and westward on both sides of the main oval.605

Finally, figure 4 (bottom) displays the main oval crossing that occurs during per-606

ijove 12. This crossing shows a opposite configuration to the ones discussed with per-607

ijoves 3 and 14. During this crossing, we observe a downward field-aligned current in the608

polar side of the main oval, and an upward field-aligned current on the equator side. The609

ionospheric Jx current is mostly equatorward, and the E×B|y ionospheric plasma drift610

is mostly westward in the central region and in both sides. The peaks of the particle heat-611

ing rate and Hall and Pedersen conductances are observed in the polar side of the FAC612

system.613

For almost all northern and southern hemisphere passes, a radio emission source614

is observed (panels (c)) at a frequency close to the local electron cyclotron frequency (dashed615

black line) equatorward of the main oval crossings, each time at a few degrees of lati-616

tude from the UV brightness peak.617

These first case studies already allow us to identify some trends. In each southern618

crossing case, there is a peak in the Hall and Pedersen conductances (figure 3 panels (e))619

and Joule and particle heating rates (figure 3 panels (i)) above the main oval. All cur-620

rent systems display upward FAC on the equator side, and downward FAC on the po-621

lar side (figure 3 panels (f)). This structure is associated with an equatorward ionospheric622

current Jx (figure 3 panels (g)) and a mostly westward E×B|y drift (figure 3 panels (h)).623

In contrast, one does not find such a clear trend in the northern hemisphere. In624

each of the three cases, there is a peak in Hall and Pedersen conductances (figure 4 pan-625

els (e)) and in electron precipitation heating rate, but not always in Joule heating rate626

(figure 4 panels (i)). Part of the current systems (perijoves 3 and 14) display an upward627

current in the polar side, and a downward current in the equator side, with peak values628

almost half those of the southern hemisphere. However, perijove 12 displays an oppo-629

site configuration, with a downward FAC in the polar side and upward FAC in the equa-630

tor side. Ionospheric currents Jx and E×B|y drifts display different behaviors: for cross-631

ing PJ03N, (figure 4 top left) and PJ14N (figure 4 top right) a central region of pole-632

ward ionospheric currents is surrounded by regions of equatorward ionospheric currents,633

and a central region of eastward E×B|y drifts is surrounded by regions of westward drifts.634

But, for PJ12N (figure 4 bottom) ionospheric currents flow in only the equatorward di-635

rection, and E×B|y drifts only in the westward direction, as observed in the southern636

hemisphere.637
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3.3 Case analysis of Io flux tube crossings638

Unexpectedly, it turns out that the method used to analyze the key parameters of639

MIT coupling above the main oval also allows us to study the crossing of the flux tubes640

connected to Io’s auroral tail. Figure 5 displays three examples. In these regions (already641

studied by Szalay et al., 2018, 2020), we observe a peak in the downward flux of elec-642

trons measured by JADE/JEDI (panel (a)), as well as a perturbation of the δBφ com-643

ponent (panel (b)).644

In the case of the southern hemisphere crossing (PJ5, figure 5 top-left), applica-645

tion of our method reveals the presence of a small increase in the Hall and Pedersen cur-646

rents (panel (e)), and in particle heating rate (panel (i)). The absence of effect of these647

concurrent variations on Joule heating rate variations can be explained by the fact that648

Joule heating increases with increasing current intensity and decreases with increasing649

Pedersen conductance (due to particle precipitation increase), thus the two effects com-650

pensate each other. A downward FAC is observed on the equator side of the crossing,651

and an upward FAC is observed of the polar side, separated by an area of near-zero FAC652

(panel (f)). Between these FAC, an equatorward Jx ionospheric current and a westward653

E×B|y drift are observed, where clear Alfvénic fluctuations were measured by Gershman654

et al. (2019) and Szalay et al. (2018). During this Io’s flux tube crossing, the source of655

a decametric radio emission induced by Io is crossed (Louis et al., 2019), as can be ob-656

served from WAVES data (panel (d)).657

The top-right panels of figure 5 display a northern Io tail crossing during perijove658

13. In this case, we do not observe any significant increase in the Hall and Pedersen con-659

ductances (panel (e)) or in the Joule heating rate (panel (i)). A very small increase is660

observed in the particle heating rate (panel (i)). A downward FAC is observed on the661

equator side of the crossing, and an upward FAC is observed on the polar side, separated662

by an area of near-zero FAC (panel (f)). In this case, a poleward Jx ionospheric current663

and an eastward E×B|y drift are observed. No radio emission is observed during this cross-664

ing.665

Finally, the bottom panels of figure 5 display a second northern Io tail flux tube666

crossing during perijove 22. This case shows a larger increase in both the Hall and Ped-667

ersen conductances (panel (e)) and in electron precipitation heating rates (panel (i)). The668

observed configuration of FAC in this case is opposite to the first norhern Io trail cross-669

ing described above. An upward FAC is observed in the equator side, and a downward670

one is observed in the polar side, separated by an area of near-zero FAC. This config-671

uration is associated with equatorward Jx ionospheric currents and eastward E×B|y drifts.672

In two cases (top-left and bottom-left panels) an increase in the Pedersen and Hall673

conductances and particles heating rate is observed, associated with an equatorward Jx674

ionospheric current and a westward E×B|y drift, but with opposite FAC system. A ra-675

dio emission (panels (c)) is observed very close to the electron cyclotron frequency (dashed676

black line), indicating that Juno flew very close to (if not inside) the radio source. In the677

third case (top-right panel), the FAC are associated with a poleward x ionospheric cur-678

rent and an eastward E×B|y drift, while no significant conductances are observed. In679

that case, no decametric radio emission is observed during the flux tube crossing.680
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Figure 3: Juno instrument data (top four rows of each panel) and MIT key parameters
calculated from them (bottom five rows of each panel) plotted as a function of the mag-
netic co-latitude of Juno’s magnetic footprint for southern perijoves PJ03 (top left panel),
PJ06 (top right panel) and PJ05 (bottom left panel). For each of these crossings, the
corresponding UVS maps are shown at the bottom right of the figure.
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Figure 4: Same as figure 3, but for northern perijoves PJ03 (top left), PJ14 (top right)
and PJ12 (bottom)
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Figure 5: Same as figure 3, but for Io’s tail flux tube crossings. UVS imagery for peri-
jove 5 is shown in units of color ratio rather than in kR to enhance the visibility of the
crossing between the trajectory of Juno’s footprint and Io’s tail.
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3.4 Statistical analysis681

3.4.1 Superposed analysis682

Having analyzed in the previous section three case studies per hemisphere, we now683

turn to the statistical study of the crossings of the magnetic field lines connected to the684

main oval for several of the first 30 perijoves.685

One major feature that was common to almost all the crossings considered in this686

study was the observation of a well-defined point along Juno’s magnetic footprint at which687

the FAC change direction. This feature was clearly apparent in all the cases previously688

presented. We use this repeatable feature to define, for each crossing, the parameter θinv689

which corresponds to the colatitude at which we observe this inversion in the direction690

of FAC. This parameter serves a reference point to perform a superposed analysis of the691

main aurora crossings from all north perijoves, and likewise for all south perijoves. Our692

aim is to study the profile of latitude variations of the key parameters with respect to693

this arbitrary point. The results of this superposed analysis for each key MIT param-694

eter are presented in figures 6 and 7, for the southern and northern hemispheres, respec-695

tively. The different perijoves studied are distinguished via a color coded indicated on696

the right-hand side of the figures. The black curve represents the median of all curves697

and the grey shaded area the region between the 0.2 and the 0.8 quantiles. These results698

are presented as a function of ∆θ = θFootprint − θinv, the distance in colatitude to the699

arbitrary defined point θinv, with the polar side region on the left-hand side and the equa-700

tor side region on the right-hand side of the figures. One can see from panel (c) that ∆θ =701

0 was chosen as the location where FAC change direction (figures 6c and 7c).702

We focus in this paragraph on figure 6 presenting the results of this analysis for703

the southern hemisphere. Panel (c) shows that there is a strong tendency for upward field-704

aligned currents on the equator side of the reference point, and a downward field-aligned705

currents on its polar side. Then panel (d) shows that these FAC close in the ionosphere706

via an equatorward ionospheric current Jx. The E×B|y drift are westward close to ∆θ =707

0, indicating the presence of a region of sub-corotation. These observations are statis-708

tically significant, since the shaded areas share the same features. Enhancement in both709

Hall and Pedersen currents, as well as in Joule heating rates, are also observed in the710

central region. On each side of this central region, where one could expect ionospheric711

currents flowing in the opposite direction, no significant trend emerges. This probably712

is a consequence of the large uncertainty of this analysis in the regions of small conduc-713

tances.714

We now focus on the northern hemisphere in figure 7. Inspection of the results shows715

at first that the trends are not so clear as they were for the southern hemisphere. One716

can first observe from panels (a) and (b) a consistent increase in Hall and Pedersen con-717

ductances poleward of the central region. Then panel (c) displays upward and downward718

currents on both sides of the central region, without a clearly dominant trend. Ionospheric719

currents (panel (d)) are distributed on the two sides of the Jx = 0 curve in the central720

region. Similarly, the distribution of the drift velocity E×B|y does not show an overall721

clear tendency over all perijoves: some perijoves indicate super-corotation of the azimuthal722

ionospheric flow plasma, while others show sub-corotation. However, further inspection723

of panel (c) shows that at least two opposite trends can be identified, which are of op-724

posite behavior. Trend A (associated with PJ 1, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 21) corresponds to the725

occurrence of a downward field-aligned current in the polar side of the central point, with726

an upward field-aligned current in the equator side, similar to what was observed in the727

southern hemisphere. Trend B (associated with PJ 3, 14, 22) corresponds to the oppo-728

site trend, with an upward field-aligned current in the polar side, and a downward one729

in the equator side. In that regard, the statistical dispersion of field-aligned current (panel730

(c)), the ionospheric current (panel (d)) and the azimuthal ionospheric drift velocity (panel731

(e)) were not considered over the entire set of crossings, as the average would have been732
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taken over two trends of opposite contributions, thus averaging to zero. Instead, the sta-733

tistical dispersions were considered individually for each of Trend A and B. The results734

are described in table 1, and will be discussed further below. The remaining crossings735

(PJ 4, 16, 20) correspond to cases where no dominant trend have been observed despite736

the presence of peaks of ionospheric conductances and strong signatures of FAC in the737

residual magnetic field. Indeed, in theses cases, we were not able to identify a precise point738

θinv at which we observe an inversion in the direction of FAC, so these cases were not739

shown in figure 7, but there implications on our understanding of MIT coupling at Jupiter740

are discussed in the next section.741

3.4.2 Conductances and heating rates742

To study how MIT coupling parameters vary with longitude along the main oval,743

we also plot the MIT coupling key parameters in planetocentric coordinates in figures744

8 and 9. The statistical main oval, which does not necessarily correspond to the loca-745

tion of the oval prevailing at the time of each crossing, is also plotted. Hall as well as746

Pedersen conductances (top panels) are seen to increase near the oval. FAC (bottom left-747

hand panel) as well as drift velocities (bottom right-hand panel) are quasi null except748

in the regions near the oval. Drift velocities oscillate between negative and positive val-749

ues, i.e., between super-corotation and sub-corotation. Careful inspection of the south750

pole figure reveals that the drift velocity is negative in the inner oval and positive in the751

outer oval: a ”blue” (i.e., negative) region is surrounded by two ”red” (i.e., positive) re-752

gions.753
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Figure 6: Superposed analysis of key MIT coupling parameters calculated above the
southern Main Oval as functions of ∆θ = θFootprint − θref, where θFootprint is the colatitude
of the footprint of Juno and θref is the colatitude of reference, defined at the colatitude
where FAC change direction. Curves with different colors correspond to the different per-
ijoves. For a given value of ∆θ, the black curve corresponds to the median taken over the
crossings, and the shaded area corresponds to value between the 0.2 and the 0.8 quantiles
over the crossings. (a): calculated height-integrated Hall conductance, (b): calculated
height-integrated Pedersen conductance, (c): Field-aligned Currents (FAC) calculated
with our electrodynamics model, (d): Ionospheric height-integrated currents for the x
component, the perpendicular direction to the main oval, (e): azimuthal component of
ionospheric E×B drift, (f): electron precipitation rate per unit column of atmosphere,
(g): Joule heating rate per unit column of atmosphere.
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Figure 7: Same as figure 6 for the northern main oval, for a selected set of perijoves.
Analysis of panel (c) shows that there are at least two trends of opposite behavior. Trend
A (PJ 1, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 21) corresponds to the occurrence of a downward field-aligned
current in the polar side of the central point, with an upward field-aligned current in the
equator side. Trend B (PJ 3, 14, 22) corresponds to the opposite trend, with an upward
field-aligned current in the polar side, and a downward one in the equator side. The sta-
tistical dispersion for the parameters plotted in panels (c) to (e) are not plotted, as the
average is taken over two trends of opposite contributions, thus averaging trivially to zero.
Instead, average values and dispersions for both trends are described in table 1.
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Figure 8: Superposed analysis of the variations of MIT coupling parameters across the
southern main aurora, in planetocentric coordinates (latitude and longitude). The sta-
tistical main oval is plotted in green (inner oval is dotted and outer oval is solid) and the
Io magnetic fooprint is plotted in blue. Top left panel: Calculated Ionospheric Hall con-
ductance. Top right panel: Calculated Ionospheric Pedersen conductance. Bottom left
panel: Calculated Field-aligned currents. Bottom right panel: Ionospheric E×B drift ve-
locity, where red colors correspond to eastward velocities, and blue colors correspond to
westward velocities.
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Figure 9: Same as figure 8 for the northern aurora.
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4 Discussion754

4.1 Summary of the main trends755

Considering all crossings selected for this study, we can now summarize the main756

trends in our calculated MIT coupling parameters. The main excursion ranges and typ-757

ical peak values of these parameters calculated for the north and south main aurora cross-758

ings are described in table 1.759

mean South range South mean North range North mean North range North

Trend A Trend A Trend B

ΣH
(
Ω−1

)
6 [4, 20] 3 [1, 30] 7 [5.5, 15]

ΣP
(
Ω−1

)
3 [1, 12] 2 [0.8, 11] 4 [3, 8.5]

FAC up
(
µA/m2

)
1 [0.3, 2.5] 0.7 [0.4, 1.1] 0.6 [0.2, 0.9]

FAC down
(
µA/m2

)
−0.5 [−2,−0.1] −0.6 [−1.5,−0.1] −0.5 [−0.9,−0.2]

Jx (mA/m) 500 [200, 1200] 300 [80, 700] −150 [−200,−50]

Jtot (MA) 58 [23, 140] 35 [9, 81] −17 [−23,−6]

E×B|y (km/s) −4 [−8,−0.5] −1 [−3.5,−200] 0.65 [0.15, 1.4]

Pe
(
mW/m2

)
200 [50, 1000] 80 [50, 400] 170 [100, 320]

PJ
(
mW/m2

)
200 [50, 1000] 100 [50, 250] 90 [10, 180]

Table 1: Peak values and ranges of the peak values (over all crossings) of the MIT cou-
pling parameters calculated for southern and northern crossings of the main auroras. The
results for the northern hemisphere are presented in two separate columns, associated
with the two trends identified in the previous section. For easier comparison with axisym-
metric models of corotation enforcement currents, an additional line below Jx shows the
value of the total ionospheric meridional current Jtot closing the field-aligned currents,
assuming azimuthal symmetry over all local times.

For an extensive discussion of the computation of the relative uncertainties over760

the calculated MIT coupling key parameters, we refer the reader to section D of the Sup-761

plementary Information document. We summarize here for the sake of completeness the762

main conclusions. We estimate to 20% the relative uncertainties over the ionospheric Hall763

and Pedersen conductances ΣH,P and over the particle heating rate Pe, with respect to764

the values displayed in table 1. This means that we have ∆ΣP /ΣP = ∆ΣH/ΣH = ∆Pe/Pe =765

0.2. We also estimate to 20% the relative uncertainties over J‖ and Jx, respectively the766

field-aligned current and the ionospheric current perpendicular to the main oval. This767

means that we have ∆J‖/J‖ = 0.2, and also ∆Jx/Jx ≤ 0.2 wherever Jx is calculated.768

The motivation behind computing only Jx on a few selected intervals of colatitude are769

described more extensively in the Supplementary Information document, section D. Fi-770

nally, we have ∆PJ/PJ = ∆(E×B)/(E×B) ≤ 0.4, the relative uncertainties over the771

azimuthal drift velocity E×B and the Joule heating rate PJ .772

With due consideration of these uncertainties, some common characteristic behav-773

iors of the variations of the MIT coupling key parameters across the main aurora appear774

to apply to all perijove crossings. Almost systematically, one can identify a main time775

interval during which particle precipitation rates and ionospheric Hall and Pedersen con-776
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ductances simultaneously reach their largest values. This period generally coincides with777

the presence of a pair of adjacent upward and downward field-aligned current flows within778

which these FAC reach their largest intensities. This pair of FAC closes horizontally through779

the ionospheric conductor via meridional ionospheric Pedersen currents. These ionospheric780

currents flows in the equatorward direction when the upward FAC is on the equator side781

of the downward FAC. Conversely, these ionospheric currents flow in the poleward di-782

rection when the upward FAC is located on the polar side of the downward FAC. As a783

direct consequence of our use of the ionospheric Ohm’s law in our calculations, poleward784

meridional currents are associated with poleward ionospheric electric fields and eastward785

E×B plasma drifts corresponding to super-corotation. Conversely, equatorward merid-786

ional currents are associated with equatorward electric fields and westward E×B drifts787

corresponding to sub-corotation.788

This analysis allows us to identify clear trends emerging for the latitudinal vari-789

ations of our calculated MIT coupling parameters across the main aurora, which are present790

in totally different proportions in the two hemispheres. Figure 10 illustrates how these791

trends can be translated into two oppositely directed current loops connecting the iono-792

sphere to the magnetodisk. The first trend, which we call trend A corresponding to about793

half of the studied cases (7/13), is associated with a system of equatorward ionospheric794

currents connecting a downward FAC on the polar side to a an upward FAC on the equa-795

tor side. In this configuration, the ionosphere-magnetosphere current loop has to close796

via a radial outward current in the magnetodisk. In this current loop, the correspond-797

ing JxB Lorentz force accelerates the magnetodisk in the direction of corotation, and ac-798

cordingly decelerates the ionospheric E×B plasma, producing sub-corotation in the iono-799

sphere. Angular momentum is transferred from the planet to the magnetodisk to par-800

tially enforce its corotation, in line with the models of Hill (2001) and Cowley and Bunce801

(2001). This trend fully prevails in all studied southern perijoves (see figure 10 (a)). It802

is also observed over the major part of the northern perijove crossings considered in this803

study (7 crossings out of the 13 studied in the north), as represented in figure 10 (b).804

Taking into account the peak mean value of the ionospheric current mentioned in table805

1, we estimate the total ionospheric current flowing towards the equator to be about 9.3 MA/rad806

in the southern hemisphere and about 5.6 MA/rad in the longitudinal sectors in the north-807

ern hemisphere where trend A was observed. This estimation is expressed in units of to-808

tal current per radian of azimuth.809

Conversely, the second trend, which we call trend B and corresponding to about810

a quarter of the studied cases (3/13), is associated with poleward ionospheric currents811

connecting a downward FAC on the equator side to an upward FAC on the polar side.812

In this configuration, the ionosphere-magnetosphere current loop has to close via a ra-813

dial inward current in the magnetodisk, which instead accelerates the ionospheric E×B814

drift into super-corotation and decelerates the magnetodisk into sub-corotation. This trans-815

fers angular momentum from the disk to the planet, contrary to the corotation enforce-816

ment model. This second trend, illustrated in figure 10 (c), is observed over 3 of the 13817

north perijove fly-bys, corresponding to PJ 3, 14 and 22 N. Taking into account the peak818

mean value of the ionospheric current mentioned in table 1, we estimated the total iono-819

spheric current flowing towards the pole to be about 2.8 MA/rad in the longitudinal sec-820

tors where trend B was observed. The remaining cases with no associated trend, corre-821

sponding to about a quarter of the studied cases (3/13), reflect coupling processes of higher822

complexity than what can be described by the overly simplified trends described in fig-823

ure 10.824

The magnitude of currents in the current loops we find here connecting the iono-825

sphere and magnetosphere can be compared with the predictions of Cowley et al. (2008)826

and Cowley et al. (2017) made in anticipation of Juno observations (see figure 1 of Cow-827

ley et al., 2008). The latitudinal extension of these closing currents is on the order of 1.5◦828

to 2◦ in our study, with about 0.7◦ to 1◦ of extension for both upward and downward829
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field-aligned currents, as can be seen in our figures 6 and 7. This can be compared to830

a significantly broader current closure region predicted by Cowley et al. (2008): on the831

order of 2◦ for upward currents on the equatorward side, and of 4◦ to 5◦ for the down-832

ward currents on the poleward side (see their panel c). Their prediction of a total merid-833

ional current intensity on the order of 20 MA to 40 MA (their panel b) is very similar to834

the values deduced from our observations and shown in table 1 (60 MA for the south-835

ern hemisphere, 30 MA for the northern hemisphere in Trend A). Finally, they predict836

upward field-aligned current intensities on the order of 300 nA/m2, about a factor of 3837

smaller than our estimates, and downward field-aligned current intensities on the order838

of 50 nA/m2, about a factor of 10 smaller than ours, as already noticed by Wang et al.839

(2021). Our observed field-aligned currents are actually larger than their predictions but840

flow over a correspondingly smaller latitude band, thus producing ionospheric closure841

currents of a similar magnitude as their prediction. Overall, our observations reveal sig-842

nificantly more narrowly confined field-aligned currents than in the model predictions843

of Cowley et al. (2008) but remarkably similar total currents in the MIT coupling cur-844

rent loops. However, this narrowing of the region of field-aligned currents in compari-845

son to the predictions of the ”standard” Cowley-Bunce model has been proposed by Nichols846

and Cowley (2004) and later by Ray et al. (2015), to be an effect of the amplification847

of the Pedersen conductance by enhanced electron precipitation associated with these848

upward field-aligned currents. This lower value of the latitudinal width of upward field-849

aligned currents associated with the main ovals is consistent with our observations.850

(a)−→
Ω

⊙

(b)−→
Ω

⊙

(c)(c)
−→
Ω

⊗

Figure 10: Cartoon showing the two different trends in MIT coupling of the main aurora
region to the magnetodisk emerging from this study. In Trend A, represented in panel
(a) for the southern hemisphere (corresponding to all southern crossings studied) and in
panel (b) for the northern hemisphere (corresponding to PJ 1, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 21), the
ionosphere-magnetosphere current loop transfers angular momentum from the planet to
the magnetodisk, enforcing its corotation and accordingly dragging the ionosphere into
sub-corotation. In trend B, observed for several of the northern perijoves (corresponding
to PJ 3, 14, 22) as illustrated in panel (c), angular momentum is transferred from the
magnetodisk to the planet and accelerates the ionospheric plasma into super-corotation.

Joule heating rates across the main aurora display peak values of the order of one851

to a few hundreds of mW/m2, of the same order of magnitude as particle deposition rates,852

as can be seen from inspection of table 1. Bougher (2005) proposed a Jupiter Thermo-853

spheric General Circulation Model in which large Joule heating rates are calculated to854

be 70 mW/m2 in the northern oval region, and nearly double (up to 140 mW/m2) in the855

southern auroral oval. Tao et al. (2009), on the other hand, proposed a model that in-856

cludes the effects of neutral dynamics on the coupling current: the peak values found around857

latitude 75 degrees in their model are about 100 mW/m2. Finally, in the model of Ray858

et al. (2015) the maximum auroral precipitation intensity predicted, the equivalent of859

our Pe, is 60 mW/m2. The corresponding Joule heating rate is not directly provided in860

their publication but it can be deduced from their calculated field-aligned current and861

ionospheric electric field latitudinal profiles assuming current continuity (see their fig-862
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ure 9), leading to a Joule heating rate on the order of 120 mW/m2. These three differ-863

ent models thus predict similar Joule heating rates, with peak values on the order of 100 mW/m2,864

consistent with the values we infer from Juno observations in the present study.865

In addition to main aurora crossings, we also analyzed a few Io footprint crossings,866

revealing a clear signature in field-aligned current latitudinal variations with peaks of867

similar amplitude and opposite signs separated by a central region of negligible FAC in-868

tensities. The relative positions of the downward and upward peaks were inverted with869

respect to each other in the two northern hemisphere cases. The inversion of the FAC870

observed during these two flux tube crossings could be explained by the complex struc-871

ture of the Io’s tail and the reflection of the Alfvén wings on the Io’s torus and/or on872

the ionosphere (as proposed by Jacobsen et al., 2007, 2010; Schlegel & Saur, 2022), but873

the study of a larger number of crossings is needed to investigate this further. No con-874

sistent signature in particle data emerged from the selected crossings, but a clear signa-875

ture in particle heating rate was found in the PJ22N case. WAVES data show that these876

crossings are associated in two over three cases with observation of radio emissions. Our877

study of Galilean moons auroral tails, though limited by the small number of crossings878

studied, suggests that this method could be used in the future for a more systematic study879

of the electrodynamic coupling between Jupiter and these moons.880

4.2 Comparison with previous observations of MIT coupling parame-881

ters: field-aligned currents and ionospheric drifts882

The systematic study of field-aligned currents by Kotsiaros et al. (2019) uses the883

MAG instrument. Their study covered both hemispheres and reveals a significant asym-884

metry between them. Our calculated field-aligned current systems display a similar con-885

figuration for the southern hemisphere, with upward field-aligned currents on the equa-886

torward side of downward ones. In contrast, we do not observe such a repeatable pat-887

tern for the northern hemisphere. As seen in figure 10, two opposite configurations are888

observed among all fly-bys: (i) upward currents on the equator side of downward ones889

and (ii) downward currents on the equator side of upward ones.890

Figure 11: MLT distributions of E×B ionospheric drifts calculated by our method for
the northern (panel (a)) and southern hemisphere (panel (b)). Red colors correspond to
eastward velocities, and blue colors correspond to westward velocities.

Our calculated E×B ionospheric drifts are plotted as a function of magnetic local891

time (MLT) for the two hemispheres in figure 11. Due to the slow drift of the Juno or-892

bit with respect to the Sun-Jupiter line, they cover only a fraction of all MLT, mainly893

from 16:00 to midnight for the northern hemisphere, and from 12:00 to 20:00 for the south-894
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ern hemisphere. The northern hemisphere drifts can be compared with the observations895

of H3
+ ion drifts by Johnson et al. (2017) using the CSHELL instrument previously avail-896

able at the NASA Infrared Observing Facility (IRTF) in Hawaii (Stallard et al., 2003)897

and the CRIRES (Cryogenic high-resolution infrared echelle spectrograph) instrument898

on the VLT. In the same MLT sector, as seen in their figures 8 and 10, Johnson et al.899

mainly saw weak sub-corotational flows in the range of one km/s extending on the two900

sides of the main oval (or maximum of H3
+ emission). In our study, similarly weak sub-901

corotational flows are also consistently seen in the southern hemisphere over the region902

of maximum ionospheric conductances, which corresponds to the main oval and auro-903

ral emissions (figure 6). But in the northern hemisphere, which is more directly compa-904

rable with the VLT observations, these weak corotational flows are found mainly equa-905

torward of the region of maximum conductances, whereas weak flows in both directions906

are found over the broad magnetic latitude range where ionospheric conductances max-907

imize.908

Regarding our calculated field-aligned current flows, as in Kotsiaros et al. (2019),909

we find that the mean total field-aligned current is twice as large in the southern hemi-910

sphere (see table 1) as in the northern hemisphere. Since no such significant asymme-911

try is found in the ionospheric conductances, consistent with Gérard et al. (2020), an ex-912

planation for this FAC inter-hemispheric asymmetry likely resides with the inter-hemispheric913

asymmetry of the distribution in longitude of the planetary magnetic field magnitude.914

Analysis of figure 2 of Connerney et al. (2018) shows that the magnetic field magnitude915

remains almost constant along the south main oval, varying from 8 G to 12 G, while it916

varies much more along the north main oval going from 6 G to 20 G. This conclusion largely917

still holds when considering the latest Juno-derived magnetic field model (JRM33 mag-918

netic field model from Connerney et al., 2022).919

4.3 Comparison with models of plasma convection in the ionosphere and920

magnetosphere921

The local time coverage of E×B drifts shown in figure 11 allows only a limited com-922

parison with global ionospheric convection models. Taken over the two hemispheres to-923

gether, sub-corotational flows in the km/s range are dominant, consistently with the ax-924

isymmetric corotation enforcement models of Cowley and Bunce (2001) and Cowley et925

al. (2005). These westward flows in the afternoon sector are also consistent with the more926

qualitative, but local-time dependent model of Cowley et al. (2003), in which sub-corotation927

flows due to corotation breakdown co-exist with tailward flows at higher latitudes driven928

by the Vasyliunas cycle in the global pattern of horizontal flows in this local time sec-929

tor.930

In contrast, when the same comparison is done separately for each hemisphere, a931

fair consistency with these model predictions is found for the southern hemisphere, where932

sub-corotation seems to prevail (figure 10 (a)). In contrast, over the northern hemisphere,933

sub-corotation flows dominate on the equator side of the main oval, whereas weak flows934

in the two opposite directions are found among all perijoves over the region of main emis-935

sion, as illustrated in figures 10 (b) and 10 (c).936

This difference in the general trend of E×B flows between the two hemispheres, with937

a less systematic pattern and more variability from orbit to orbit found in the northern938

than in the southern hemisphere, echoes the differences in FAC patterns found by Kotsiaros939

et al. (2019) and in this study. It suggests that whatever the dominant plasma flow in940

the magnetodisk and plasma sheet is, its electrodynamic coupling to the two hemispheres941

is partly asymmetric.942
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4.4 Observation of radio emissions above the main oval943

For a significant part of the 27 crossings studied in this paper, a radio emission is944

observed close to the local electron cyclotron frequency fce, on the equatorward side of945

the main oval. The radio emission at this frequency (hectometric to decametric wave-946

lengths) are produced via the electron Cyclotron Maser Instability mechanism (eCMI),947

at a frequency close to the local electron cyclotron frequency (at a few percent above it,948

see Louarn et al., 2017; Louis et al., 2019). Therefore, if an emission is observed close949

to the local fce, it means that Juno is crossing (or flying very close to) a radio source.950

The radio source is never observed directly above the brightest UV emission. Compared951

to the common case studied here and by Mauk et al. (2020), the radio emissions are only952

observed in the ”diffuse aurora” (difA) area, ending at (or just before) the Zone-I (ZI)953

area. Quoting Mauk et al. (2020), ”the difA zone is characterized by (i) electron pop-954

ulations with electron intensities outside of the loss cone larger than the intensities in-955

side the loss cone and (ii) downward intensities and energy fluxes within the downward956

loss cone greater than the intensities and energy fluxes within the upward loss cone”, while957

the ZI ”is characterized by (i) electron intensities within the downward loss cone greater958

than the intensities outside of the loss cone and (ii) downward intensities and energy fluxes959

greater than the upward intensities and energy fluxes”. The eCMI radio emissions are960

believed to be mostly produced by upward electrons (Louarn et al., 2017) through a loss-961

cone distribution function (i.e., an empty loss cone that make the distribution unstable),962

with sometimes the addition of conics (Menietti & Burch, 1985) in the electronic distri-963

bution function, seen in both parallel and anti-parallel directions (i.e., upward and down-964

ward propagating waves may be amplified, see Louarn et al., 2018). Therefore, it is not965

surprising that emission is observed above the difA (characterized by electron intensity966

outside the loss cones larger than inside the loss cones in both parallel and anti-parallel967

directions) and that no emission is observed above ZI which is characterized by a strong968

downward electron flux inside the loss cone, and these last observations seem to even con-969

firm the theory of the production of radio emission through the loss cone-driven eCMI.970

5 Conclusions971

In this study, we applied the multi instrument analysis method first described by972

Wang et al. (2021), to study the first 30 orbits of Juno in order to derive the Magnetosphere-973

Ionosphere-Thermosphere coupling key parameters along Juno’s magnetic footprint. It974

allowed us to demonstrate the applicability of Wang et al.’s method to a much larger data975

set, and to provide a picture of the relative variations of MIT coupling parameters across976

the regions of main auroral emission. Studying the orbits of Juno up to the 30th orbit977

made it possible to extend the range of MLT studied in Wang et al. to a large fraction978

of the southern and northern afternoon sectors, taking advantage of the azimuthal drift979

of Juno’s orbit with time, and allowed us to extensively study and compare the two con-980

jugate auroral regions.981

This systematic study of MIT coupling parameters provided some clues on how iono-982

spheric closure of field-aligned currents into the two conjugate hemispheres couples the983

two main oval regions to magnetospheric dynamics, and on the consistency of the coro-984

tation enforcement model. Calculated profiles of MIT coupling parameters across the985

main ovals displayed a large orbit-to-orbit and inter-hemispheric variability, revealing986

structures extending over small latitudinal spans, which are still to be understood, such987

as the occurrence of several layers of upward-downward field-aligned current pairs dis-988

tributed in latitude during a single crossing. Yet, statistical analysis allowed us to cap-989

ture some dominant trends for both hemispheres. In the southern hemisphere, our cal-990

culated current systems display a trend consistent with the generation of a region of sub-991

corotating ionospheric plasma poleward of the main aurora, in agreement with the coro-992

tation enforcement models of Hill (2001), and Cowley and Bunce (2001) and their fol-993

lowing publications. Conversely, in the northern hemisphere, current systems of the two994
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opposite trends, producing respectively sub-corotation consistent with the corotation en-995

forcement model discussed above, and super-corotation, are observed in the afternoon996

MLT sector to which our study is limited. This large variability observed from orbit to997

orbit and between the two conjugate auroral regions demonstrates that our current the-998

oretical understanding of MIT coupling at Jupiter is still limited, and calls for further999

observations and theoretical studies, particularly on interhemispheric coupling of auro-1000

ral phenomena, currents and plasma flows.1001

The larger data set to be provided by the Juno Extended Mission will allow us to1002

move in this direction and provide a better MLT coverage of the main ovals. The study1003

of a few Io auroral tail crossings initiated in this study will also be spectacularly expanded1004

with the Extended Mission, allowing a more systematic study of Galilean moons tails,1005

flux tubes and close plasma environments.1006

Finally, the method extensively used in this study can be applied to MIT coupling1007

at Saturn, using data from the high-inclination, F-ring and Grand Finale orbits, and to1008

other future missions to giant planets, including ice giants, that will offer a similarly fa-1009

vorable orbit geometry with respect to the auroral regions.1010
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